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A B S T R A C T

Training reinforcement learning agents at solving a given task is highly dependent on identifying optimal sets of
hyperparameters and selecting suitable environment input/output configurations. This tedious process could
be eased with a straightforward toolbox allowing its user to quickly compare different training parameter
sets. We present rl_reach, a self-contained, open-source and easy-to-use software package designed to
run reproducible reinforcement learning experiments for customisable robotic reaching tasks. rl_reach
packs together training environments, agents, hyperparameter optimisation tools and policy evaluation scripts,
allowing its users to quickly investigate and identify optimal training configurations. rl_reach is publicly
available at this URL: https://github.com/PierreExeter/rl_reach.

Code metadata

Current code version v1.0
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/SoftwareImpacts/SIMPAC-2021-9
Permanent link to Reproducible Capsule https://codeocean.com/capsule/4112840/tree/
Legal Code License MIT License
Code versioning system used git
Software code languages, tools, and services used Python 3
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1. Context and motivations

Industrial processes have seen their productivity and efficiency
increase considerably in recent decades thanks to the automation of
repetitive tasks, notably with the advances in robotics. This productiv-
ity can be further improved by enabling robotic agents to solve tasks
independently, without being explicitly programmed by humans.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a general framework for solving
sequential decision-making tasks through self-learning and as such, it
has found natural applications in robotics. In RL, an agent interacts
with an environment by sending actions and receiving an observation
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– describing the current state of the world – and a reward – describing
the quality of the action taken. The agent’s objective is to maximise
the expected cumulative return by learning a policy that will select the
appropriate actions in each situation.

RL has found many successful applications, however, experiments
are notoriously hard to reproduce as the learning process is highly
dependent on weight initialisation and environment stochasticity [1].
In order to improve reproducibility and compare RL solutions objec-
tively, various standard toy problems have been implemented
[2–7]. A number of software suites provide training environments for
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Fig. 1. The training environment with live visualisation of the end-effector and target position.

continuous control tasks in robotics, such as dm_control [8,9], Meta-
orld [10], SURREAL [11], RLBench [12], D4RL [13], robosuite [14]

nd robo-gym [15].
We introduce rl_reach, a self-contained, open-source and easy-

o-use software package for running reproducible RL experiments ap-
lied to robotic reaching tasks. Its objective is to allow researchers
o quickly investigate and identify promising sets of training param-
ters for a given task. rl_reach is built on top of Stable Baselines

[16] – a popular RL framework. The training environments are
ased on the WidowX MK-II robotic arm and are adapted from the
eplab project [17], a benchmark platform for running RL robotics
xperiments. rl_reach encapsulates all the necessary elements for
roducing a robust performance benchmark of RL solutions for simple
obotics reaching tasks. We aim to promote reproducible experimenta-
ion practice in RL research.

. Functionalities and key features

The rl_reach software has been designed to quickly and reli-
bly run RL experiments and compare the performance of trained RL
gents against algorithms, hyperparameters and training environments.
l_reach’s key features are:

• Self-contained : rl_reach packs together a widely-used RL
framework – Stable Baselines 3, training environments, evalu-
ation and hyperparameter tuning scripts (Fig. 2). In addition
to its ease of usability, only a few other packages offer such
self-contained code.

• Free and open-source : The source code is written in Python 3
and published under the permissive MIT license, with no com-
mercial licensing restrictions. rl_reach only makes use of free
and open-source projects such as the deep learning library Py-
Torch [18] or the physics simulator Pybullet [19]. Many RL
frameworks require a paid MuJoCo license, which can be an
obstacle for sharing research results. Code quality and legibility is
guaranteed with standard software development tools, including
the Git version control system, Pylint syntax checker, Travis
continuous integration service and automated tests.

• Easy-to-use : A simple command-line interface is provided to
train agents, evaluate policies, visualise the results and tune
hyperparameters. Documentation is provided to assist end-users
with the installation and main usage of rl_reach. The soft-
ware and its dependencies can be installed from source with the
Github repository and Conda environment provided. Portability is

maximised across platforms by providing rl_reach as a Docker
image, allowing it to run on any operating system that supports
Docker. Finally, a reproducible code capsule is available online
on the CodeOcean platform.

• Customisable training environments : rl_reach comes with
a number of training environments for solving the reaching task
with the WidowX robotic arm. These environments are easily
customisable to experiment with different action, observation
or reward functions. While many similar software packages ex-
ploit toy problems as benchmark tasks, rl_reach provides its
users with a training environment that is closer to an industrial
problem, namely reaching a target position with a robotic arm.

• Stable Baselines inheritance : Since rl_reach is built on top
of Stable Baselines 3 [16] and its ‘‘Zoo’’, it comes with the same
functionalities. In particular, it supports recent model-free RL
algorithms such as A2C, DDPG, HER, PPO, SAC and TD3 and
automatic hyperparameter tuning with the Optuna optimisation
framework [20].

• Reproducible experiments : Each experiment (with a unique
identification number) consists of a number of runs with identical
training parameters but initialised with different initialisation
seeds. The evaluation metrics are averaged across all the seed runs
to promote reproducible, reliable and robust experiments.

• Straightforward benchmark : When a trained policy is evalu-
ated, the evaluation metrics, environment’s variables and training
hyperparameters are automatically logged in a CSV format. The
performance of a selection of experiment runs can be visualised
and compared graphically (Fig. 4).

• Debugging tools : It is possible to produce a 2D or 3D live plot of
the end-effector and goal positions during an evaluation episode
(Fig. 1), as well as a number of physical characteristics of the
environment such as the end-effector and the target position, the
joint’s angular position, reward, distance, velocity or acceleration
between the end-effector and the target (Fig. 3). It is also possible
to plot the training curves for each individual seed run (Fig. 5).
These plots have proven useful for debugging purposes, especially
when testing a new training environment.

3. Impact overview

Reinforcement Learning is a recent and highly active research field,
with a relatively large number of RL solutions published every year.

Accurately evaluating and objectively comparing novel and existing RL
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Fig. 2. rl_reach’s flowchart and components.

Fig. 3. An example of metadata plot after the evaluation of a trained policy.

approaches is crucial to ensure continued progress in the field. Repro-
ducing RL experimental results is often challenging due to stochasticity
in the training process and training environments [1]. By providing
a systematic tool for carrying out reproducible RL experiments, we
hope that rl_reach will promote better experimental practice in the

L research community and improve reporting and interpretation of
esults. Since rl_reach’s interface is straightforward, intuitive and
llows for a quick graphical comparison of experiments, it can be
sed as an educational platform for learning the practicalities of RL
raining.

Training RL agents is highly dependent on a number of intrinsic (e.g.
initialisation seeds, reward functions, action shape, number of time
steps) and extrinsic (algorithm hyperparameters) variables. Identifying
the critical parameters that control a successful training can be a daunt-
ing task. Thanks to its easily customisable learning environments and
extensive logging of training parameters, rl_reach offers a unique
solution to explore the effects of both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
on the training performance.

Finally, rl_reach provides learning environments designed to
train a robotic manipulator to reach a target position. This task is
3
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Fig. 4. An example of visualisation plot that compares the performance of different RL experiments.

Fig. 5. An example of training curve plot.

ore industrially-relevant than many of the toy problems considered
n other benchmark packages, thus allowing straightforward transfer
f RL applications from academic research to industry.

A peer-reviewed article [21] has emanated from this software where
he performance of robotics RL agents trained to reach target positions
s compared. The trained policies were successfully transferred from the
imulated to the physical robot environment.

4. Conclusion and potential improvements

We chose to focus on the reaching task as it is one of the sim-
plest tasks to solve with a robotic arm, which allows users to run
experiments with relatively low computing resources, while still being
industrially relevant. Moreover, the reaching task allows the user to
shape the reward easily and to implement training environments with
both dense and sparse rewards. However, rl_reach would benefit
from supporting more complex and diverse manipulation tasks such as
stacking, assembly, pushing or inserting. It also does not include the
classic toy problems used traditionally for benchmarking RL agents. Fi-
nally, an implementation of the training environments for the physical
WidowX arm would help validate the performance of policies trained
in simulation.

rl_reach has been designed as a self-contained tool, packaging
both the training environments and the RL framework Stable Baselines
3 for convenience purposes. However this does not offer the flexibil-
ity to experiment with RL algorithms that are not supported by this
framework. A potential future improvement would consist in producing
a modular implementation of rl_reach where both the training
environments and the RL agents could be easily interchangeable.
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